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What you need

- Flexible tape measure
- Your favorite pants!
Select a garment that fits you well for both waist
and leg length.
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INLEG

Note that Clogger garments are designed to be
worn on the top of the hip bone, not at the natural
waist, so select a garment where the top of the
waistband comes to the top of the hip bones.
DO NOT simply read the size label on your pants to determine the size, as often these are
understated (for marketing reasons!).
When measuring, be as accurate as possible because small errors can mean that the
garment you order may not fit the same as the garment you have measured.
STEP 1: Lay the garment out flat with the waistband closure and the fly zip done up.
STEP 2: Measure across the top of the garment and then double this to get a full 'top of hip'
measurement.
STEP 3: While pulling firmly on the outleg seam to ensure there are no wrinkles, measure from
the top of the waistband to the hem of the leg. This is your 'outleg' measurement.
STEP 4: While pulling firmly on the inleg seam to ensure there are no wrinkles, measure from
the seam at the crutch to the hem of the leg. This is your 'inleg' measurement.
STEP 5: On the side seams, mark (with chalk or pins) the fullest part of the pants. With the
trousers sitting flat on both front and rear (no tucks or folds) measure across from these
marked points. Double this length to arrive at the 'seat' measurement.
STEP 6: Measure from the top of hip on the pants to the seat point. This is the 'top of hip to seat'
measurement.
Record these measurements and compare with the sizing charts to see what size you should
be ordering.

